
Innovative Partnership (IP) Meeting Minutes 
Monday, September 14, 2020 
1:00 – 3:00 pm  
Zoom video conference call 
 
 
 
Welcome/Introductions:  Razelle welcomed everyone to the virtual meeting and gave tips on using the Zoom 
platform.  Tianna co-facilitated and took minutes.  Approximately 60 people participated in the meeting. 

 

Post Authorization – Gary  

• In the Board of Supervisors budget discussions, they were very supportive of behavioral health services 
and did not want to see any cuts at all. They mentioned the increase amount of people that are going to 
need services due to COVID. It was also mentioned that more portals will be available to achieve this. A 
committee will be put together to have an open discussion to explore how to access services during this 
time.  Discussed how to maximize referrals, broaden access to services, and that a “one-gate” approach 
may work after COVID.  The workgroup will focus on what post-auth process might look like through 
continued time of COVID.  Please reach out to Gary at gary@pathwaysociety.org to join the committee.  

COVID testing option – Gary  

• An information notice that was sent out on August 7th. It stated that COVID testing may now be a billable 
service.  

o Has anyone from County reviewed this memo and is there any direction from County? - Razelle 
 No, a billing code must be developed. – Bruce  
 We need to talk to the State, the way it was written out, its more for clinics such as Public 

Health.  – Tammy  
 The IN does not indicate DMC. It’s for medical facilities. Clarification will be needed. – 

Martha  

Care Connect concern and recommendation  

• We have an issue where the IST is not auto populating the referral info. Are we looking for IST only or also 
GRS and IST? – Sara  

o You might be needing a MyAvatar report view program. In order for you to view IST, we are 
looking into that and making sure TSS is aware. IST will be attached to the care connect inbox.  As 
of 9/1/2020, there is no more GRS with the exception of those clients that were open prior to 
9/1/2020, which will remain in Unicare. – Noel 

o We have compared the SUTS and MH IST forms. MH forms are very thorough. SUTS forms are 
more simplified and no area for phone number. Is there a section for phone number? Why does 
the form look different for SUTS? – Barbara  
 Prior to MyAvatar, MH records were migrated and that is why you can see more 

information for MH. SUTS records were not migrated into Avatar (except NTP). SUTS still 
needs to be separated from Unicare into MyAvatar. – Noel  

 The SUTS staff has been using the IST that is embedded within the care connect inbox. The 
MH call center staff has been saving it as a document and then sending it. If you print it 
from our side of the system it does have more information. We discovered that when we 
send it, all information does not show. Staff will be sending the client demogaphic form 
along with IST to make sure you get all the information you need. Hopefully we can get 
together to come up with a solution to fix this. – Tammy  
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 QIs for MH send a weekly and a monthly list of who they have referred over. That can be 
helpful to us so we can catch any clients that may have fallen through between 
transmitting the IST from Gateway over to us. – Huong  

• A report would help clarify all the referrals that have been sent; we can take a 
look at it. – Noel  

• Huong’s suggestion is well received. The things that we talk about in our SUTS 
committee was the concern of potentially not meeting the requirement for 
timeliness. Having the list will help reduce the possibilities of not meeting 
timeliness. – Razelle  

 Are we still expected for Gateway to be double entry into the GRS? – Huong  
• For your referrals we are opening a GRS with limited information in them (only 4 

items). That way, you can record whether client was admitted or not and what 
happened to the referral because you have no access to IST in Avatar to enter the 
disposition. IST is being created and sending it through the CC inbox. The report is 
a great idea to keep up with referrals. – Tammy  

• I want to confirm, there is a GRS but with minimal information.  – Lisa  
o Fill out the referral information only. GRS is not in use as a screening; the 

IST is. – Bruce  
o If no GRS, what do we do? – Lisa  

 Send Martha and Tammy a list and it will be entered. – Tammy  
• Some messages that we receive include Unicare number and some don’t. Could there be a standard 

message where either the number is included or not? Residential providers are still pending an answer on 
getting access to care connect. Is there a timeline? – Jessica  

o The access will soon be given to residential providers. – Tammy  
• Can we make sure we have a referral source?  

o Yes, it will be added to my list. – Tammy  
• September 1st, we received referral with LOC that was dated October 24th, 2019. That will affect our 

service/timeliness. – Lian  
o Can you send me that referral and we will look at it? – Tammy  

• Will organization be penalized if they are not meeting the timeliness access measurement during this 
process in which we are transitioning to care connect because of the lack of contact information? – Razelle 
from chat  

o No, we are all trying to work together through this new process. – Bruce  

Central wellness re-opening plan – Michelle  

• Update on reopening central treatment clinic. The goal is to open end of September or the beginning of 
October. The team has worked really hard to prepare for this. Clinicians will be on a rotating schedule. 
One day per week for in person client appointments. We will continue to follow social distance guidelines.  

Code of Conduct – Tammy & Tianna  

• The County just had the annual contract monitoring with DHCS. One thing that we received deficiency on 
was the code of conduct for both the County and providers. We are going to develop a universal Code of 
Conduct, then, have the State review and make sure all the required items are included. This Code of 
Conduct will then be shared with everyone for signatures and filed in all staff personnel files. You can still 
have your own, but we need to have one to make the County compliant with State requirements for both 
SABG and ODS waiver. – Tammy  

o Do we have a timeline as to when a code of conduct will be revamped? – Razelle  
 We have a draft that we will send to the State for review. Maybe in the next month or 

two. – Tammy  



 Maybe at the end of September but we want to make sure that nothing else needs to be 
added before sending out to everyone. – Tianna  

ASAM Certificate & personnel file – Tammy & Tianna  

• The ASAM certificate for completion of e-Module has to be in every personnel file. We are going to try to 
find a way for us to keep a copy to share when staff moves. – Tammy  

• For some organizations, the training certificates are housed in our Relias system versus the personnel 
chart. When the certificates are asked for we print them out or provide a training summary. Is that good 
enough? – Razelle  

o DHCS wants to see the actual certificates. – Tammy  

Audit Updates – Pauline & Tianna 

• Thank you to everyone that has been working to get these audits prepared. We have 4 programs left. We 
are working towards having interviews with every program. – Pauline  

• We appreciate everyone with their flexibility on scheduling audits. – Tianna  

Discrimination Grievance – Tianna  

• In this year’s ODS, there was some new language regarding types of grievances that can be classified as 
discrimination.  There will be a process slightly different from the Problem Resolution Process to follow if 
you receive a Discrimination Grievance.  In this process, Medi-Cal beneficiaries have the right to go 
directly to the DHCS Office of Civil Rights or to Washington DC, HHS Office of Civil Rights to file a 
complaint. Myself and some of the SUTS team are working closely with compliance and county counsel to 
understand what this process will look like.  In the meantime, if you think you have someone that is filing 
a discrimination grievance, please send me an email. – Tianna  

o Do we go to you and you have process that will be integrated with DHCS? Is it one process or is it 
County only? – Gary  
 It will be only one process, compliance and county counsel they are researching what the 

best protocol will be. – Tianna  

Acknowledgment  

• I wanted to say thank you to everyone for your patience with us as our compliance department which  
continues to maintain that we need wet signatures on our ROI for any contact with any other third party 
providers. – Courtney  

• I wanted to thank everyone in the SUTS department for being so collaborative and transparent with all 
the changes in our system and especially with the migration of NetSmart. I often have a macro 
perspective of all of our county contracts across the SUTS and MH departments and what I always notice 
is how much more informed I am of system changes b/c of the transparency of SUTS. For instance, Kakoli, 
who runs the SUTS DATA Quality meeting, gives us current and relevant updates about the system and 
when she notices a roadblock or a bottleneck in communication she makes a concerted effort to resolve 
this. When providers had issues with not knowing the general process of the EMR migration, she 
coordinated a helpful meeting between providers, directors, EMR staff with Netsmart representatives so 
that we could all be on the same page. This level of transparency gives providers like us, a sense of safety, 
stability and agency. We want to thank everyone from Tammy, Martha M, Tianna, Kakoli, Bruce, etc for 
being supportive and understanding. – Barbara  

 

 

 



• PHOTH and Mariposa, Pathway – these certificates of acknowledgement are to commend you for all your 
work, pre-planning and smooth transition that was required during the evacuations due to California 
fires.  PHOTH, you moved women and their children successfully into a hotel, provided crisis counseling, 
and attempted to continue services during these unprecedented times.  Mariposa, you also moved your 
women population to vacant Recovery Residences, had a smooth transition plan, and showed the 
tremendous amount of work to have no gap in services for our clients during a most difficult time.  The 
Innovative Partnership recognizes both of your agencies immense efforts and knows these efforts were 
no easy tasks.  Thank you for your continued commitment to give the best service to our clients. – Tianna  
 

Announcements  

• September month is National Recovery month. SAMSHA has website that has a lot of information on 
recovery month activities that are happening across the nation. You can also share activities that you are 
doing at your organization. – Razelle  

• I will like to introduce our new CFO & COO, Dee DeWitt. – Stacy of Momentum 
 

Question 

• Suggestion:  maybe a hot group started to examine some of the nuanced changes that will occur with the 
Cares Act and re-tooling of 42 CFR?   I would like to start that conversation to get thoughts from all of us. 
– Gary  

o We will get something going. – Bruce  

 

Next meeting: November 9, 2020 1pm – 3pm  

 

 


